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The importance of workplace
pension re-enrolment
Many
businesses
wrongly
believe that, having set up a
workplace pension scheme, it is
a case of ‘job done’ and they are
unaware of the strict rules that
govern mandatory re-enrolment
and the hefty fines which result
for non-compliance.
What are the rules that govern
re-enrolment?
Once every three years, certain
members of staff must be ‘re-enrolled’
back into the pension scheme. The
clock starts ticking from your original
automatic enrolment staging date.

Re-enrolment dos and don’ts:
• Choose a re-enrolment date that
falls anywhere within a six-month

time frame, either up to three
months prior or after your third
anniversary staging date
• You do not need to inform The
Pension Regulator of your chosen
re-enrolment date until you
complete your re-declaration of
compliance
• You must identify eligible staff,
re-enrol them with effect from their
chosen re-enrolment date and
start contributing to their pension
scheme from that date
• You cannot use postponement
on any staff who need to be
re-enrolled
• You must write to eligible staff
individually, within six weeks of
their chosen re-enrolment date,
to tell them how automatic

re-enrolment applies to them
• You must make sure the contact
details you provide to The
Pensions Regulator are fully up to
date, which you should do via their
official ‘nominate a contact’ form.
As an employer, it is important to
be able to correctly identify staff
for re-enrolment. A re-declaration
of compliance will need to be
completed – even if you have no
staff to re-enrol. Failure to comply
is a legal offence, and can result in
significant fines.
Our team are able to provide help
and advice to guide employers
through the re-enrolment process,
ensuring that workplace pensions
remain fully compliant and providing
peace of mind that everything has
been taken care of.
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What our clients say about us...
We are always delighted to receive feedback from our clients, as it helps us make sure we
are always providing the great level of service you expect from us.
It also helps us to improve our service to both you and other clients – if you make suggestions on ways we can improve,
we’ll always make sure it is taken on board and, if possible, we will roll it out across the business.
Here are just a couple of feedback comments we have received from our clients recently:

Aquatrust started working with Watson Buckle in 2008, after they were recommended by
another company which had been benefiting from their tax advice for a very long time.
Watson Buckle provides us with a broad range of services, from year-end accounting to
payroll assistance.
Their team has been especially helpful in showing us how to ‘go paperless’ by introducing
us to electronic payslips and the wonders of applications such as QuickBooks and
ReceiptBank.
The company has always been a pleasure to deal with and Andrew Padgett and Ian
Gill have been particularly helpful over the years, as has Carol Dovener and Dannielle
Vollentine. I would gladly recommend their services and expertise to others.
– Paul Kenny, Finance Manager, Aquatrust

“Our shop is a showcase for local Yorkshire produce,” says Victoria Robertshaw, who
co-owns Keelham Farm Shop – named as one the best 50 in the UK by the Independent
newspaper and amongst the top three in Yorkshire – with her brother James.
This commitment to supporting producers and farmers from the region is reflected in
Mrs Robertshaw’s desire to work with professional services providers who are equally
dedicated to championing the development of local businesses – and that is exactly what
she has found in Watson Buckle.
“The team at Watson Buckle really supports our business and understands it. They are
really interested, which makes a big difference”.
Keelham Farm Shop was started over 30 years ago by Mrs Robertshaw’s father Andrew.
Since then, the business has changed from a self-employed farmer selling potatoes to
a limited company with 110 employees and sales of £8.2 million.
One thing that has remained the same though, is Watson Buckle’s support for the
business.
– Victoria Robertshaw, Keelham Farm Shop
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A nation of small businesses
The jury is out as to whether
it was Napoléon Bonaparte
or the economist Adam
Smith who first famously
claimed that England was
“a
nation
of
small
shopkeepers”.
Nowadays, it could be said that
we are, in fact, a nation of small
businesses. Statistics show that
in 2018 there were a record 5.6
million small businesses – over
two million more than in the
year 2000.
The value to our economy cannot
be understated – in the UK a
staggering 99.9 per cent of all
businesses are classed as small
or medium sized (SMEs) – defined
as less than 250 employees.
Of these, 4.3 million are classed as
‘non-employing’ businesses – in
other words sole traders.

Although self-employed business
people and small companies
with just a handful of staff are all
lumped together with much larger
SMEs for categorisation purposes,
the reality is that they have very
different needs.
Few small businesses with
less than 30 employees will,
for example, have a dedicated
HR department, compared with
their larger SME counterparts.
Many struggle to deal with the
payroll, workplace pensions and
re-enrolment, not to mention the
many requirements of HMRC,
whilst juggling the demands of
day-to-day business operations.
Recognising that expert help
and advice is needed to take
care of accounting and payroll
requirements, is the first step to
liberating yourself from business
red tape, so that you can get on

with what you do best – running and
growing your business.
If you haven’t already done so,
now is a good time to speak to our
experts about:
• Business planning
• Accounts preparation
• Bookkeeping
• Business and personal tax
• General financial advice
• Payroll bureau
• Workplace pension re-enrolment
• Succession planning
If you would like to free up your time
by handing over red tape headaches
such as annual tax returns and
payroll, to a team who deal with such
matters day in and day out, speak to
our experts. No business is too large
or too small to ask for a little extra
help to make things run smoothly.
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Inheritance Tax:
How to keep more of what you’ve worked hard for
The rules relating to Inheritance
Tax (IHT) changed in April 2017
and since then the team at
Watson Buckle have received a
number of enquiries from clients,
who were confused or anxious
about the changes and how
it would affect their estate.
With this in mind, we have put
together a summary of how IHT
has changed and what this might
mean for you and your loved
ones in the future:

What is Inheritance Tax?
Inheritance Tax is a potential tax on
your estate when you die. There is
normally no Inheritance Tax to pay
if the value of your net estate is
below the nil rate band allowance
(currently £325,000 applicable to
every individual).

What has changed?
An additional nil rate band
allowance has been introduced
when a residence is passed, on
death, to a direct descendant.
This is known as the residence
nil rate band allowance and it is
in addition to your normal nil rate

band allowance (£325,000). It is
being introduced in stages. Last
year the allowance was £100,000
and increases to:
• £125,000 for deaths in tax year
2018 to 2019
• £150,000 for deaths in tax year
2019 to 2020
• £175,000 for deaths in tax year
2020 to 2021
The residence nil rate band
allowance will then increase in
line with the Consumer Prices
index from 2021. So the effect
is that by April 2020 you will
have a nil rate band allowance
of £325,000 plus a residence nil
rate band allowance of £175,000,
– which, in total, gives you an
Inheritance Tax allowance of
£500,000.
As with the nil rate band allowance
any unused residence nil rate band
allowance will be transferred to the
surviving spouse/civil partner (by
way of a percentage uplift in the
survivor’s allowance).
Put simply, if a couple leave their
estates to each other, then the
surviving spouse/civil partner will
have an Inheritance Tax threshold of
£1million.

It is important to be
aware that, in order
to take full advantage
of the residence nil
rate threshold, your
residence will have
to be worth at least
£175,000 for a single
person or £350,000
for a couple.
How might these changes
affect me?
If you are married with children (and/
or grandchildren), own your own
home and have assets above the
nil rate band allowance (currently
£325,000) then the new IHT rules
might affect you.
Inheritance Tax is notoriously
complex so you should always
seek specialist advice to ensure
that you maximise the amount you
are able to leave your family free of
Inheritance Tax. To find out more,
please contact us.
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Charity round-up from our
hard-working fundraising team
We raised almost £3,000 for Sue Ryder Manorlands Hospice in 2018, having
spent 12 months hosting a number of challenges.
We took part in a wide variety
of events including Christmas
jumper days and the notoriously
difficult Three Peaks Challenge.
Having originally set an annual
fundraising target of £2,000, we were
delighted with the final total of £2,789.
When we kicked off our year of
fundraising for Sue Ryder, little did we
think that we could raise so much and
we are delighted to have been able to
present this cheque directly to those
who provide care at the hospice.
The hospice provides such an
essential service to local people
during some of the most difficult
times in a person’s life. It was very

humbling to meet the team and
learn more about the work they do.
Our donation will go towards the
hospice’s ongoing support of
people across Airedale, Wharfedale,
Craven and North and West
Bradford, who are living with lifelimiting conditions, as well as
assisting their families.

But what about 2019?
This year we have decided to raise
money for Bradford Neonatal Service.
Located at Bradford Royal Infirmary,
the Neonatal Unit provides life-saving
care to new born babies and supports
families whose children are brought
on to the unit.

Our first major
f u n d r a i s i n g eve n t
in 2019 took place
on Sunday 23 June
2019 with our team
taking par t in the
Dragon Boat Festival
at Roberts Park.
To find out more about our
ongoing charity work, why not visit
www.watsonbuckle.co.uk or follow
us on Twitter @WatsonBuckle
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Non-resident UK property
owners to be hit with new
tax charge
Individuals that own property
in the UK but live overseas
have been advised of a tax
charge which came into force
in April 2019 on sales of both
residential and commercial
property and land.
The Association of Taxation
Technicians (ATT) stated that
non-UK residents who sell any
UK land or property from 6 April
onwards must file a non-resident
Capital Gains Tax (CGT) return and
pay any tax due within 30 days of
the sale.
In addition, non-resident companies
will be brought within the charge to
corporation tax, rather than CGT, in
respect of chargeable gains.
Non-UK
residents
selling
a
residential property have been liable
to UK tax – and must complete a
mandatory tax return within 30 days
of sale – since 6 April 2015.
However, from 6 April 2019, these
rules will apply to all sales of UK
land and property, both residential
and commercial, as well as
removals of substantial interests
in companies which are UK
property-rich otherwise known
as indirect disposals.

Jon Stride, who co-chairs the
Technical Steering Group for the
ATT said: “Any non-UK resident
who owns an interest in UK land or
property needs to be aware of these
significant changes.
“In particular, those looking to sell
need to be aware that they will have
to file a non-resident Capital Gains
Tax return with HMRC and pay any
tax due, in a very short time frame.

“Non-residents who
hold UK commercial
land or proper ty
should consider
getting their property
valued as at 6 April
2019 whether or
not they anticipate
a future sale. In the
event of such a sale,
the value at that
date would be used
to calculate the
taxable gain.”

It is still necessary to distinguish
between residential and commercial
property for the purposes of applying
the higher CGT rates to upper rate
gains for individuals.
Where the disposal is a direct
disposal that gives rise to a
residential property gain, the
gain would be chargeable at 18%
or 28%. For a direct disposal of
other UK land that rate would be
10% or 20%.
Where the disposal is an indirect
disposal of any UK land the rate
would be 10% or 20%.
When determining the rate of
non-resident CGT for individuals,
consideration is taken in the same
way as for UK residents of the
amount of income taxable in the UK
or other gains to determine whether
any part of an individual’s gains are
taxed at the lower rate of 10%/18%
or the higher rate of 20%/28%.
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Making Tax Digital
is here!
Making Tax Digital (MTD) – the Government’s new online tax system – got off to
a faltering start when it was delayed due by the cessation of Parliament and
the snap General Election in June 2017.
However, the roll-out of the
new digital system is here and
is affecting the vast majority of
businesses.
The new system, described by many
as the biggest change to taxation in
more than 70 years, has been rolled
out for VAT-registered businesses
above the VAT threshold.
For the first year, these businesses will
only need to report VAT-related taxes
on a quarterly basis online, using
MTD accounting software or via a
spreadsheet fed into similar systems.
Businesses will not be asked to
keep digital records, or to update
HMRC quarterly, for other taxes
digitally until after 2021.
Companies, sole traders and
landlords below the VAT threshold
will still be able to use the Making

Tax Digital system on a voluntary
basis to record and report their
tax affairs.
Our advice to local businesses is
to act now if they do not have the
necessary digital systems already
up and running to avoid penalties
in future.
Online accounting packages,
such as QuickBooks, Xero and
Sage are ideal because they
will not only meet HMRC’s MTD
requirements, but they also allow
you to monitor your business
performance in real-time.
The systems also provide safe and
secure storage of invoices, receipts
and other important documents in
the cloud, which saves on storage
space and rummaging around for
missing paper invoices at the end of
the tax year!

We have assisted
a large number
of companies to
incorporate online
accounting into
their business in
preparedness for
MTD and they are
now reaping the
benefits of these
innovative systems.
To find out more about online
accounting and cloud services and
how they could help you prepare for
MTD, please contact our team.
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Incorporation – are you
using the best business
structure?
Whether you are setting up a business for the first time or you have an existing company
which has been running for a number of years, have you considered the important
issue of incorporation?
Choosing the right company
structure – and changing it as
your business evolves or tax
rules change – is vital. However,
many business owners do not
give it proper consideration
or put off thinking about it for
‘another day.’
Changes to tax legislation and
Government policy mean it is
important to regularly review how
these changes affect your business
so that you can take action as and
when necessary.

Is incorporation right for you?
If you are currently operating as a

sole trader or partnership, you may
be wondering whether incorporation
is the way to go.
In a nutshell, incorporation is the
process of defining your business
as a legal and professional entity
that is separate from its owners
and one of the main benefits is
limited liability.
This means less risk for you as an
individual because as a sole trader
or partner you are responsible for
all legal and financial issues that
could arise.
If, for example, your business fails,
you could find yourself individually
bankrupt. By comparison, if you

are the owner of a limited company
which goes into liquidation, you only
lose your business assets and your
personal finances are protected.

What are the other advantages?
There is a certain amount of prestige
in being able to use the letters ‘LTD’
after your company name which
may help you to win new business
or raise additional finance.
There are also financial advantages
to consider. Companies pay less tax
on profits than individuals and there
is no National Insurance to pay on
profits either.
As a sole trader or partner you
may be paying tax at the higher
rate (currently 40 per cent) but as
a director of a limited company you
would only pay 20 per cent on the
same level of profits.

Is there a downside
incorporation?

to

A limited company is a separate
legal and professional entity so
there are a number of reporting
requirements that you need to
comply with.
Company accounts need to be
prepared to comply with the
Companies Act and the relevant
accounting
standards.
These
also need to be submitted to

Companies House which will then
be available to the public. Only
certain financial data is viewable
so this should not usually be seen
as a deterrent when considering
whether incorporation is right
for you.
Extracting funds from your business
can be somewhat more complex if
you have registered it as a limited
company because it can sometimes
lead to personal tax as well as
Corporation Tax liabilities if, for
example, a director owes money
to the business for more than nine
months.

What else do I need to bear
in mind?
You will need to decide who the
other directors and shareholders
of the company are and also decide
the time of year you want your
company accounting period to run
from and to.
The date that you pay your
Corporation Tax depends on
your choice, for example if your
company has a 31 December
year end, you will have to pay
your
Corporation
Tax
on
1 October the following year.
If yours is a seasonal business
with
significant
variations
in
cash flow, it is important to give
careful consideration to your choice
of year end.
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We would always
re c o m m e n d s e e k i n g
p ro f e s s i o n a l a d v i c e
when deciding whether
incorporation is the right
way forward for your
business. Speak to the
team at Waston Buckle
for impartial, expert
advice on the right
business structure for
your circumstances.
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Keeping on the right
side of the taxman
We all know that the taxman is ever-watchful and getting on the wrong side of
HM Revenue & Customs (HMRC) can prove to be a costly mistake.
A quick look at recent prosecutions by HMRC’s tax investigators make for interesting reading, over the page, with some
falling into the category of ‘you couldn’t make it up’!
Although a minority of individuals, such as those featured here, intentionally set out to defraud HMRC, there are many
honest business people who find that they have unwittingly broken HMRC’s tax rules and are shocked to discover that
they are under the spotlight of a tax investigation.
Thankfully, with the tax team at Watson Buckle on your side, you will also be certain that you are paying the right
amount of tax.
To find out about our tax services, please get in touch.
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The owner of an airport parking business was jailed for
more than three years for committing tax fraud. He was
discovered to have been deducting National Insurance
Contributions (NIC) and Income Tax from his workers’
pay packets but had instead pocketed the money.
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T: 01274 516700

E: hello@watsonbuckle.co.uk

W: www.watsonbuckle.co.uk

York House, Cottingley Business Park, Bradford BD16 1PE

MGI Worldwide is a network of independent audit, tax, accounting and consulting firms. MGI Worldwide does not provide any
services and its member firms are not an international partnership. Each member firm is a separate entity and neither MGI
Worldwide nor any member firm accepts responsibility for the activities, work, opinions or services of any other member firm.
For more information visit www.mgiworld.com/legal.

